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Mental Illness in Prison: Inmate Rehabilitation & Correctional Officers in Crisis

SpearIt†

INTRODUCTION

In July 2005, the state of California Department of Corrections (CDC) adopted “Rehabilitation” as a part of its official title, becoming the “California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation” (CDCR).1 This change in name, however, has not inspired a change in substance, and there is much doubt as to whether rehabilitation can be realized in any meaningful sense. Since the word “Corrections” was already extant in the title, the symbolic change of name must signify that “Rehabilitation” has a different meaning than “Corrections.” From the outset, then, we must understand rehabilitation as something that moves beyond mere punishment for corrective purposes. Exactly what rehabilitation means in the prison context remains a mystery, and as the following research suggests, the mental health crisis in California prisons poses a challenge to the CDCR in carrying out the additional task of rehabilitation. To be sure, the quest for rehabilitation may be aggravated by CDCR policy through its reliance on supermax units, prisons that achieve maximum control over inmates, which were not designed for rehabilitation and instead cripple the possibility of rehabilitation.2

Although the reentry of rehabilitation into the CDCR’s regime is official, it is not so evident what this practically entails. On the CDCR website, for
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example, "Adult Programs" is mentioned as the "heart of rehabilitation activity," listing as its three primary goals:

- Provide effective evidence based programming to adult offenders
- Create strong partnerships with local government, community based providers, and the communities to which offenders return in order to provide services that are critical to offenders' success on parole
- Establish and nurture collaborative partnerships linking Department facilities and communities in which they are located

Beyond these bold statements, the website provides little additional detail explaining how any of the above is supposed to be carried out. For example, the notion of "evidence-based programming" has been described as the attempt to answer the question, "What works?" In terms of prison programming, "what works" would mean employing a program that "has been rigorously tested and has been shown to have a meaningful and statistically significant effect on the outcome for which the program was designed (e.g. reducing recidivism). Yet in spite of the CDCR's advocacy of tested programming and the CDCR's other stated goals, it is difficult to imagine how the CDCR can successfully implement these programs in California's gargantuan system, where resources are scarce and overcrowding is severe. When the very methods for achieving rehabilitation are either limited or unavailable, it is a challenge to see how rehabilitation is supposed to find success.

Although the CDCR's plan for prisoner-rehabilitation is far from evident, there are other unanswered questions surrounding this plan. For example, is "rehabilitation" a self-evident concept? Does it have the same meaning to the prisoners and institution? Does every prisoner need rehabilitation? Or at an even more basic level, what is rehabilitation's goal? These deceptively simple questions become complex and convoluted when one considers the role of the officers who tend to the twenty-four hour custody of inmates. Of all prison personnel, these officers spend the most time with prisoners, yet they often have a negligible role in the rehabilitation process. At the very least, one might wonder how correctional officer training techniques have responded to the growing menace of mental illness behind bars. It has long been noted that introduction of treatment goals, like rehabilitation, within prisons has resulted in conflicting role definitions for officers. The question of treatment versus
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security has also been called the “adversarial relationship between treatment facilitators and correctional officers,” which can often produce confused results. In the fusion of roles, officers must maintain discipline over prisoners with a heavy hand, the same hand that has to deliver food and medication.

Other questions surround the notion of rehabilitation and our basic understanding of the term. Yet despite uncertainties about rehabilitation, as a result of recent legislation, the law requires the CDCR to implement a plan to obtain additional rehabilitation and treatment services for prisoners. Etymologically, the word rehabilitate is composed of the Latin re (again) and habitare (make “fit”); the notion of rehabilitate has therefore historically meant something like “to make fit again” or “to restore.”

Determining exactly what “fit” means is no easy task. One quantitative gauge for the success of rehabilitation is the rate of inmate recidivism. Although this is not the sole indicator, attention to recidivism is one way of monitoring how effective prisons are at rehabilitating. Currently, as Joan Petersilia in Understanding California Corrections reports, “Only 21% of California parolees successfully complete parole—half the national average—and two out of three inmates returning to prison are parolees.” The most recent accounting by the CDCR puts the total number of parole returns at 93,279 of the total number that entered prison in 2007. These figures indicate that only a fraction of ex-prisoners are successfully restored to society, regardless of the underlying causes of recidivism; yet for prisoners with severe mental illness, approximately 80% recidivate.

The quest for rehabilitation might be further complicated when correctional officers do not subscribe to a rehabilitation philosophy. In a recent
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study on California correctional officers' attitudes toward rehabilitation, one researcher found:

While about 46% agree that rehabilitation should be a central goal of incarceration, there is reasonable consensus that it should not be the only, or even the primary, purpose of a prison. Instead, a majority of correctional officers believe that both rehabilitation and punishment should be goals of a prison.18

These findings raise questions about how rehabilitation might function in an environment where a minority of correctional officers subscribe to the Department's philosophy. This data clearly conflicts with the CDCR's stated goals and mission. Whether the State and CDCR can construct a viable rehabilitation programs depends on how successfully they can deal with the problems outlined in this article.

Section I examines the shifts in health and criminal policies that have persisted in the incarceration of mentally ill offenders, which includes the practical and psychological influences of mentally ill prisoners in the lives of other inmates. Section II examines the training of correctional officers considers the additional stress of mentally ill prisoners and how this affects inmate rehabilitation. This work concludes with a final commentary on the study of mental illness and rehabilitation in California prisons.

I. THE PRISON AS ASYLUM AND DRAGNET OF THE MENTALLY ILL

Mental illness is prevalent in U.S. prisons.19 The Bureau of Justice Statistics reports that over half of all prison and jail inmates nationwide have mental health problems—totaling well over one million inmates.20 In California, a report published on CDCR's website by the Council on Mentally Ill Offenders notes that “in 1998, people with severe mental illness accounted for 11% of [the] state prison population. In 2003, it was 16%. In 2006, it was estimated to be 20%.”21 Although there is no conclusive study that explains how this crisis came about, how the state's mentally ill population nearly


doubled in eight years, it is a noteworthy transformation that demands further exploration.

Mental illness is an expansive term and can include milder forms of illness, such as anxiety or depression, as well as more severe forms of illness, including bi-polar disorder, schizophrenia, and full-blown decompensation. For prisoners, it is not uncommon to display comorbid disorders. Further complicating these considerations is the fact that a person's mental condition is not static; rather, it can be temporarily improved through treatment only to relapse later.

As a result of these institutional trends, the path to mental health treatment has changed. One study reports that by 2005, jails had become the “primary source” of treatment for Californians, and some scholars have even suggested that prisons are the primary mental health care provider for Americans. This phenomenon has been articulated in Ill Equipped: U.S. Prisons and Offenders with Mental Illness, a decade-long study published in 2003 that explains the historical and sociological contours of mental health in prisons: “Fifty years ago, public mental health care was based almost exclusively on institutional care and over half a million mentally ill Americans lived in public mental health hospitals. Beginning in the early 1960s, states began to downsize and close their public mental health hospitals, a process called ‘deinstitutionalization.’”

The closure of many state mental facilities without sufficient outpatient services may have led to the incarceration or homelessness of many of these former patients. California's current overcrowded condition has stretched resources to the point of making correctional officers something of a new therapist, a role perhaps better left to trained psychologists. The likelihood of officers making medically-impacting decisions is especially acute during evening hours when mental health staff is not present. In the face of psychotic, abnormal, or even violent behavior by an inmate, officers often lack the training to recognize the difference between genuine mental illness and an


23. See e.g., Gerald E. Nora, Prosecutor as "Nurse Ratched"?: Misusing Criminal Justice as Alternative Medicine, 22 CRIM. JUST. 23 (2007) (discussing the transition from mental hospitals as primary caretaker for the mentally ill to the present, where prisons fulfill that function); Jamie Fellner, A Corrections Quandary: Mental Illness and Prison Rules, 4 HARVARD C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 391, 391 (2006).


inmate who is purposefully breaking the rules or faking illness.\textsuperscript{27}

In the prison environment, having a mental illness predisposes prisoners to engage in the type of erratic, destructive behavior likely to lead to a disciplinary hearing or a trip to solitary confinement.\textsuperscript{28} This situation is only inflamed when illness is left untreated. Yet even in the face of this glaring institutional malady, prisons are unrelenting in their approach toward punishment as the mentally ill are disproportionately represented among prisoners in segregation.\textsuperscript{29} In addition, those with severe mental illnesses have more difficulty adapting to prison when compared to the rest of the population.\textsuperscript{30} And among mentally ill prisoners, suicide is an extreme, yet prevalent, marker of poor adjustment to incarceration.\textsuperscript{31} These facts suggest that untreated mental illness is likely to result in abnormal behavior, behavior over which an inmate has limited control, and which is likely to illicit the most severe punishments from prison staff.

These vast shifts in social and prison policy have brought us to the present where “thousands of mentally ill persons across the country are being punished—not for being criminal, but for being sick.”\textsuperscript{32} On the street, untreated illnesses and related behaviors are likely to attract the attention of police, resulting in jail or imprisonment. This point was illustrated in a study revealing that 90\% of mentally ill inmates in the Los Angeles County Jail were repeat offenders and that nearly 10\% of those offenders had been previously incarcerated at least ten times.\textsuperscript{33} With this county jail providing the main pipeline to California prisons, it is easy to see why the system is clogged with mentally ill prisoners—they are being funneled in from the jails, where rates of mental illness are even higher than in prison.\textsuperscript{34}

Still, understanding the socio-legal factors that have gone into the mental health problems in prison does not say anything about what happens inside the prison proper. As noted above, mental illness enters prisons via individuals with pre-existing mental conditions. Additionally, the punishment of solitary confinement has been shown to trigger and aggravate mania and other types of
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MENTAL ILLNESS IN PRISON

心理障碍。35 心理疾病的一般问题只会因治疗的忽视而加剧，这在加州的案件中尤其明显，迫使联邦当局接管该州监狱的医疗服务。36 也许现在比以往任何时候都更清楚，该州正在学习监狱本意并不是为了提供心理健康服务。37

A. Ill by Punishment

据有关 solitary confinement 的实证文献描述，这种隔离的负面影响尤为严重。38 在许多监狱，这种隔离通常每天22到23小时，每隔一天会有休息时间做运动和洗澡。在美国联邦监狱系统中，单独囚禁的囚犯被关押在“特别住房单元”（“SHU”），而加州的版本被命名为“安全住房单元”（也称作“SHU”）。加州监狱的研究已经证明，精神疾病可以在监狱中制造出来。在《Prison Madness》一书中，该书主要关注加州SHUs，作者声称，苛刻的监狱条件对所有囚犯的身心健康有“特别有害的影响”。39 在单独隔离中，“患有精神疾病的人在隔离中承受的心理压力更大。”40 从最早的清教徒静修所到现代的超级监狱，关于隔离的科学研究都对长期孤立的不良影响发出了长期的警告。41

早在19世纪30年代，实证证据就开始显示，对受严格限制的囚犯，其死亡率和发病率有所增加。42 最近，原告在《Madrid v. Gomez》中提出的证据表明，即便是健康状况最好的SHU囚犯，也有严重的反应超敏性和严重焦虑的危险。43 超敏反应的风险在监狱中尤其重要，因为哪怕是不经意的碰撞，都可能被认为是不尊重、挑衅或其他类似想象的威胁。因此，尽管监狱管理机构有一项长期的警告，但这些长期的警告却让囚犯长期忍受隔离带来的痛苦。

37. Fellner, supra note 26, at 137.
40. Fellner, supra note 23, at 403.
41. See Grassian, supra note 35.
43. Sally Mann Romano, If the SHU Fits: Cruel and Unusual Punishment at California's Pelican Bay State Prison, 45 EMORY L.J. 1089, 1130 (1996).
interest in minimizing environmental stressors in prison, the effects of solitary confinement will against this possibility.

The maddening tendencies of California’s SHUs have not gone unnoticed by mainstream media outlets. To illustrate, in a front-page article entitled “The Cruelest Prison,” the *L.A. Times Magazine* reports that these units are “turning inmates into mental cases,” the effects of which are “hallucination; hypersensitivity to external stimuli; paranoia; panic attacks; hostile fantasies involving revenge, torture, and mutilation. . .smearing oneself with feces or biting chunks of flesh from one’s own body.”44 The report details case after case of prisoners who spent large blocks of time in solitary confinement, sometimes up to seven years, to be released to the public after a mere two weeks’ time to readjust to light, conversation, and other stimulants.45 In this environment, it has been asserted that the ultimate measure of the SHU’s violence is the “intensity and prevalence of the insanity they create.”46 At the very least, this type of isolation intensifies the pains of prison with little concern for the long term psychological consequences to prisoners,47 which directly inculcates the question of rehabilitation. Although there is no research focused specifically on the mental state of officers who work in solitary units, “there is reason to believe that the level of fear and uncertainty is higher among them than guards working in the general prison population.”48

Prisoners have also been widely known to hurt themselves under the stress and frustration of solitary confinement. The effects of an environment in which a prisoner typically spends nearly twenty-four hours a day locked in an eight-by-ten feet cell,49 the effects of isolation can take their toll rapidly. This environment is known to induce intense rage and disorientation in prisoners.50 As the report above soberly reminds us, the most pressing fact in these scenarios is that most of the prisoners in SHUs will one day be freed to return to society, albeit angrier, more impulsive, and more unbalanced than ever.51 Sometimes these individuals do not even make it back out—as one study on the CDCR shows, segregated inmates are prone to suicide; in 2003, 74% of all inmate suicides took place in administrative segregation.52 The various

45. *Id.*
47. Haney, *supra* note 38, at 566.
50. Kupers, *supra* note 30, at XVIII.
51. Beiser, *supra* note 44.
negative effects of solitary confinement, beyond merely frustrating the goals of rehabilitation, can also inflict long-term psychological damage on inmates.

B. Deficiencies in Mental Health Care

In addition to the punishments described, the question of rehabilitation must confront the consequences of high rates of mentally ill offenders and the poor treatment, if any, they receive. At the national level, former-President George W. Bush's New Freedom Commission on Mental Health in 2002 reported that mental health in the United States was in "shambles." In the prison environment, an entire body of jurisprudence addressing mental health has developed, and recent legislation has seen the passing of the Mentally Ill Offender Treatment and Crime Reduction Act of 2004.

Yet despite such statements and legislation, deficiencies in mental health care in prison persist to the present. In 2005, the Commission on Safety and Abuse in America's Prisons described the effects of neglect in mental health care:

Without the necessary care mentally ill prisoners suffer painful symptoms and their conditions can deteriorate. They are afflicted with delusions and hallucinations, debilitating fears, and extreme and uncontrollable mood swings. They huddle silently in their cells and mumble incoherently or yell incessantly. They refuse to obey orders or lash out without provocation. They assault other prisoners or staff. They beat their heads against cell walls, smear themselves with feces, self-mutilate, and commit suicide.

In spite of the real possibility of psychological damage from punishments, at the federal level, the Prisoner Litigation Reform act of 1995 (PLRA) and the Anti-terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996 (AEDPA) present a nearly "impenetrable wall" against prisoners' legal redress for human rights violations. For example, section 1197(e) of the PLRA provides that "no Federal civil action may be brought by a prisoner confined in a jail prison, or other correctional facility, for mental or emotional injury suffered while in custody without a prior showing of physical injury." For the mentally ill in federal prisons, claims have been made even more difficult by courts that simultaneously disregard the fact that severe mental distress often has a physical substrate and deny that some kinds of mental suffering constitute

55. Fellner, supra note 26, at 137.
physical injuries in their own right. Thus for some who suffer psychological damage from incarceration, there may be little legal redress.

In California prisons, many medical conditions go untreated and those who do receive treatment likely receive such "poor mental health services" that many prisoners are left with inappropriate types or amounts of psychotropic medication that further impairs their ability to function. As Judge Henderson found in Plata, "The Court does not believe that the Constitution can reasonably be construed to require the court to sit idly by while people are needlessly dying." Some of these problems are a direct result of poor prison policy and antiquated record keeping and computing. Often a simple matter like drug treatment is interrupted when prisoners are transferred between prisons or when lockdown procedures forbid the delivery of medication. In addition to lack of treatment, the prison experience itself has been shown to have generally negative effects on prisoners.

Widespread deficiencies in mental health care in California were first exposed in the massive Madrid v. Gomez class action suit. Filed on behalf of some 3,600 Pelican Bay prisoners in 1993, the 1995 decision was decided in favor of prisoners. Judge Thelton Henderson held that prisoners had been subject to excessive violence, cruel and unusual punishment, and that mentally ill inmates could no longer be confined in the SHU. Furthermore, the decision held that the "Eighth Amendment simply does not guarantee that inmates will not suffer some psychological effects from incarceration or segregation." But Judge Henderson was quick to temper its meaning:

However, if the particular conditions of segregation being challenged are such that they inflict a serious mental illness, greatly exacerbate mental illness, or deprive inmates of their sanity, then defendants have deprived inmates of a basic necessity of human existence—indeed, they have crossed into the realm of psychological torture.

It is telling that ten years after this decision, Henderson would end up ordering the prison over to a special master. This was a drastic move against the state since a special masters' job is to ensure that court orders are carried out. With the federal judiciary micromanaging the State's actions, the appointment of the special master was a sign that California's mental health

61. Ball, supra note 29, at 11.
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system, far from being able to provide effective treatment, was itself in need of rehabilitation.

In 1995 the court also decided *Coleman v. Wilson*, where it held the entire mental health system operated by the California Department of Corrections (CDC) as unconstitutional and that prison officials were deliberately indifferent to the needs of mentally ill inmates. In *Coleman v. Wilson*, the court found that prison officials were deliberately indifferent to the needs of mentally ill inmates. Today, all thirty-three institutions in the CDC are in receivership to evaluate the CDCR's compliance with the court's order. In this ongoing supervision, the department has not been able to fulfill its bare constitutional requirements in health care and as a result, the department has established a "decentralized system of mental health care." The response of decentralizing care is evident in places like San Quentin State Prison, whose mental care facilities were practically non-existent before the appointment of the special master. Yet as of this writing, there is construction on a new medical facility for San Quentin that includes beds for mental health treatment.

Although California prisons have proven a failure in mental health, there are other, more effective models for providing effective mental health services for inmates the use of which could perhaps avert further entrenchment in the prison mental health crisis. For example, the Pace program in Boulder County, Colorado, prominently diverts the mentally ill from prison. The County Sheriff credited the Pace program with cutting down on clients' "cumulative jail time from roughly 10,800 days a year to only 800." Although such a remarkable success is not dispositive of its ability to succeed in a state as troubled as California, it may point to the simple idea that actively trying to divert the seriously mentally ill from prison may alleviate many problems in the first place.

Taken wholly, the deficiencies in mental health care in California prisons are drastic, and existing mental illness is often exacerbated through lack of treatment. As the next section shows, mental illness does not simply linger in the untreated individual, rather, it negatively impacts the entire prison.
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73. Id. For other developments in the de-institutionalization of mental illness, see Allen, *supra* note 25, at 171.
population, beginning with other prisoners.

C. Collateral Impacts on Prisoners: Spread and Inflammation

This section looks at the collateral effects of mixing mentally ill prisoners with the general prison population. As mentioned above, such mixing is largely due to overcrowding in prison, which effectively stretches resources to their minimum. Kupers’ study showed that prisoners “who have never suffered a significant psychiatric disturbance in the past report worrisome psychiatric symptoms for the first time.” 74 How much of this is causally connected to mentally ill prisoners or imprisonment itself is speculative at best. But as the following hopes to show, prisoners with untreated mental illnesses tend to compromise the mental health of others with whom they share living space, meals, and recreation time; or as one study on California prisons describes, “With little or no meaningful health care, the mentally ill free-fall in an ever increasing maelstrom of madness. For those prisoners forced to live with and around the mentally ill, subsequent damage to their own mental health is inevitable.” 75

The CDCR’s management of one of the largest incarceration operations in the world makes the issue of overcrowding even more complicated. Currently, the state’s thirty-three adult prison facilities are organized into four security levels ranging from Level I (least restrictive) to Level IV (most restrictive). In California, prisons operate at nearly double capacity and overcrowding has interfered with the current responsibilities of the special master. 76 In this constrained environment, mentally ill prisoners affect other prisoners in substantial ways, and as one study concluded, “Just being locked up in the same dorm or same cell with someone suffering from mental illness heaps added stress on the already full plates of prisoners without emotional problems. For those not afflicted with psychiatric problems, life in prison is enough in itself to wear away one’s mental health.” 77

Having a cellmate who suffers from psychosis, paranoia, or a host of other conditions is not an appealing prospect. As one researcher puts it, “[O]thers don’t realize how current prison policies are traumatizing formerly ‘normal’ prisoners and making them angry, violent and vulnerable to severe emotional problems.” 78 The same may perhaps hold true for correctional officers, but there is little if any research in this area. It might be natural to suspect, however, that beyond merely complicating or frustrating the daily chores of

74. Kupers, supra note 30, at 48.
75. Herivel, supra note 56, at 170.
77. Herivel, supra note 56, at 169.
78. Kupers, supra note 30, at xv.
correctional officers, mentally ill prisoners may also compromise the emotional well being of other inmates. Although this issue awaits further academic attention, there is little doubt that mentally ill patients negatively impact inmate’s lives. As the next section shows, correctional officers receive little training that focuses on mentally ill prisoners, despite their massive numbers in prison.

II. DOWN BY LAW: TRAINING FOR CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS

The Section explores California law and the CDCR training materials to see what, if any, training is devoted to preparing officers on how to interact with mentally ill prisoners. It also examines the additional stressors placed on correctional staff as a result of the massive increase of mentally ill inmates; this part includes analysis of the psychological and emotional burdens that attend prison work in general, and how these are complicated by the ever growing presence of mental illness in prison. In this scenario, over-burdened correctional officers are ill equipped to ward over mentally ill prisoners or sometimes themselves, trends that negatively impact inmate rehabilitation as well as the emotional well being of officers.

The statutory training requirements for correctional officers have been mandated by California Penal Code § 6035(a), which charges the State with raising a competent force of corrections officers.79 According to the statute, the training of correctional officers is set by the standards of the board (Board of Corrections), which as of July 1, 2005 was renamed the Corrections Standard Authority (CSA).80 Revisions are made at the discretion of the CSA.81 Section 6036 spells out the CSA's power to approve or certify training and certification of courses at institutions for officers, among other responsibilities.82 Under state law, then, the CSA is responsible for developing and presenting training courses that prepare prison personnel for their employment by the state. This task, in turn, has been left largely to the auspices of the CDCR’s Correctional Training Center.83 As will be shown, although there are hundreds of hours dedicated to training officers, hardly any of this time is allocated on training officers how to interact with mentally ill inmates or even how to maintain their own mental health.

The CDCR’s training program has been criticized in the media repeatedly, and in 2005 it was reported that on the job training “credit” was being given to

79. CAL. PENAL CODE § 6035(a) (West 2008).
81. Id.
82. CAL. PENAL CODE § 6036.
officers for completing crossword puzzles. From such training activities, it is
difficult to understand how such training contributes to the “Vision” statement
on page 1A of the Cadet Handbook. In this statement the CDCR states it “will
end the causes and tragic effects of crime, violence, and victimization,” yet in
the pages therein, there is little to indicate exactly how the new cadet will
contribute to this purpose.

A. Deficiencies in Mental Health Training

Over the last half century in California, prison work has shifted towards
appearing more professionalized and paramilitary in image. The CDCR’s
website has featured cadets-in-training wearing military uniforms, gas masks,
and brandishing firearms. The historical transition from “guard” to
“correctional officer” is a shift in perception that has been largely guided by the
California Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA), a union
established in 1957. The union has since ballooned in size and in 2008 there
were nearly 30,000 “rank and file” members, representing one out of every
seven people employed by the State. The union has typically shunned the use
of the term “guard” in favor of “correctional officer,” perhaps to propagate an
authoritative alignment with police officers; in fact, the CCPOA’s current
slogan is “CCPOA: Representing the men and women who walk the toughest
beat in the state,” perhaps an attempt to liken their rounds behind bars to the
“beat” of a police officer on the street. In California, “cadets” must graduate
from the Basic Correctional Officer Academy in order to become a full-fledged
correctional officer.

The union’s goal of reimagining its work as something more than merely
guarding, however, may be mostly in name. Noting this semantic affinity, one
scholar has noted, “Correctional personnel tend to prefer ‘correctional officer’.
. .a kind of ‘white wash’ which signifies no real change in the work and
responsibilities.” Criminologist Hans Toch has raised further doubts as to
whether a name change has any meaning in prison. From such attitudes it is

84. John Gittelsohn, Prison Guard Training Criticized, ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER, April
85. Basic Corr. Officer Academy, supra note 95, at 1A.
86. California Correctional Peace Officers Association – About Us, http://www.ccpoa.org/
aboutus.shtml.
87. Elizabeth Hill, Correctional Officer Pay, Benefits, and Labor Relations (2008), available
at http://www.lao.ca.gov/2008/stadm/ccpoa_pay_020708/ccpoa_pay_020708.pdf. In addition to
correctional officers this number includes other classifications such as youth correctional officers,
parole agents, and corrections counselors. Id. at 5.
88. See http://www.ccpoa.org/.
89. CAL. DEP’T OF CORR. & REHAB., PAY & BENEFITS, available at http://www.cdc.ca.gov/
CareerOpportunities/POR/JobPostings/payandbenefits.pdf.
90. PRISON GUARD, CORRECTIONAL OFFICER: THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE HUMAN
91. See generally Hans Toch, Is a “Correctional Officer,” by any Other Name, a “Screw?”,
not evident that adopting the title "officer" made much of a difference in the job itself, except perhaps in the perception of officers.

In California, candidates seeking to become a Correctional Officer must attend a sixteen-week Training Academy and a two-year Apprenticeship Program. The CDCR Peace Officers are trained at the Basic Peace Officer Academy in Galt, California. The curriculum consists of training in the areas of firearms, chemical agents, non-lethal impact weapons, and arrest and control techniques. Cadets must also successfully complete the Peace Officer Standards and Training courses (POST). Upon graduation from the academy, cadets are sworn in as State Peace Officers at a graduation ceremony. Due to the physical and mental aspects of the job and the institutional environment, candidates are expected to be mature, physically fit and emotionally stable. The primary text used beyond cadet training is called the Adult Corrections Officer Core Training Course Manual, whose "primary purpose" is to present the core curriculum and design specifications for the Adult Corrections Officer Core Course. This "essential" training information is also meant to offer "significant benefit to local corrections departments in the training of new adult corrections officers."

"STC" refers to the "Standards and Training for Corrections," which is a trainee's gateway to becoming a line officer. The STC manual embodies 176 hours of instruction that is broken up into units and modules. Of particular concern is the Monitoring Psychological and Physical Health unit, which affords fifteen hours of instruction to cover six modules: Legal Issues, Mental Health Issues, Suicide Issues, Indicators of Substance Abuse, Indicators of Physical/Mental Problems, and Assisting Medical Personnel in the Distribution of Medication. Of these hours, about half are devoted to learning how to identify the potential signs of mental health issues in inmates.

In an accompanying training manual, Adult Corrections Officer Knowledge and Skills Maps, the section on "Crisis Intervention" continues the theme that officers should be competent in identifying mental conditions.
Yet this section explicitly mentions that under “Rules & Concepts” officers are to report behaviors, not opinions regarding inmate behavior. Even more definitive is the statement that a “corrections officer is not a mental health professional.” The bent of training and instruction is clear: officers must be able to recognize mentally ill prisoners, report them, and be aware of the correct protocol for interactions. Correctional Officers are limited as to what medical assistance they can offer to inmates, and their role in rehabilitation is relegated mostly to alerting medical staff to problems and to administering medication. This limited training session is the only instruction correctional officers formally receive on the topic.

Although correctional officers have limited training in mental illness or the rehabilitation of prisoners, they are better trained and assessed in other areas seen as important to their job. As the Minimum Academic Standards outlines, cadets are required to pass the Penal Code (PC) 832 Examination, a four-pronged test that includes an arrest and firearm component. There is an additional firearms training component that acquaints cadets with the weapons found specifically in California prisons. Penultimately, there is a major physical training requirement, from which no cadet is excused and which must be attended. The fourth and final requirement is proficiency in Tactical Skills, which is specific training in expandable baton, arrest and control, and alarm response. Overall, the Cadet Academy dedicates a tremendous amount of time and resources to teaching cadets how to interact physically with prisoners—yet skimps on one of the most important aspects, namely assistance and supervision of mentally ill inmates.

The rules that govern a correctional officer’s behavior are the Director’s Rules. According to Rule 3391, prison employees must be “alert, courteous, and professional in their dealings with inmates, parolees, fellow employees, visitors, and members of the public. Employees shall not use indecent, abusive, profane, or otherwise improper language while on duty.” Later the Handbook defines “alertness”: “Employees must not sleep or be less than alert and in full possession of all faculties while on duty.” Although these rules may reflect the priority of duties for the prison, it is difficult to fathom that they are always adhered to—during many trips to California prisons, this author has witnessed these rules repeatedly violated.
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There is no reason a correctional officer’s role in rehabilitation needs to be minimized, as it is in California. One psychologist has described ways in which line officers can be used to greater effect since they are with inmates twenty-four hours a day. This system envisions a fuller use of correctional staff within a system of mental health treatment comprising of “1) counseling and psychotherapy—talking with inmates, 2) consultation—talking about inmates, 3) special housing, activities, and behavioral programs, and 4) medication.” Within this framework, line officers play a much greater role than simply delivering medication and pointing out illness for reporting purposes—instead they play an active role in the rehabilitation process. In California, officers are not able to participate in such rehabilitative efforts, and worse, their lack of training in interacting with mentally ill inmates may hurt rehabilitative potential and contribute to a negative work environment. As the next section shows, there is also lack of training for officers’ own emotional and psychological well being, which all too often get sacrificed for the job; high stress combined with few coping skill can impact not just officers who suffer high levels of stress, but the prisoners they guard as well.

B. Stress and Emotion at Work

The mental health crisis in prison adds to the many layers of stress that entails the work of a correctional officer. Whether told by academics, the media, or officers themselves, prison work is stressful and emotionally draining. One comparative study has shown that occupational stressors do not differ significantly between police officers and correctional officers. Like the dangers faced by police on the street, threats in prison are ever-looming for correctional officers; significantly, a portion of this violence originates from mentally ill prisoners. Research is unified in showing that fear of danger is the prominent stressor for prison staff. Given the threatening atmosphere, mental endurance and stability are critical for correctional officers wishing to achieve professional longevity in an environment of high turnover rates.
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Although these sobering conditions for officers warrant serious attention, prison scholarship has tended to focus on prisoners, and by comparison correctional officers have largely been forgotten.116

Generally speaking, the intense emotional strains of prison work were recognized as early as 1833, when Alexis de Tocqueville and Gustave de Beaumont carried out their famous study on American prisons.117 In this pioneering study, their praise for American prisons is tempered by their description of conditions for guards in Sing Sing Prison in New York State: “The safety of the keepers is constantly menaced. In the presence of such dangers, avoided with such skill but with difficulty, it seems to us impossible not to fear some sort of catastrophe in the future.”118 A century and a half later, the Encyclopedia of American Prisons (1996) traced modern signs of trouble to the 1920s, when psychologists had begun raising red flags due to the “social distance” between the prison staff and administration.119

There are other indications of the high stress associated with prison work. The website of the CCPOA notes that several studies have estimated life expectancy of correctional officers at 59 years.120 Police officers in the “United States have an estimated life-expectancy ranging from fifty-three to sixty-six years.”121 By comparison, the Police Policy Studies Council reports that in the United States, non-police males have a life-expectancy of seventy-three years. In addition to shortened lives, the divorce rate for correctional officers is purportedly twice the national average,122 and high rates of alcoholism and suicide are found among line officers.123 One of the most comprehensive studies on correctional officer stress concluded that illnesses related to stress at work, including hypertension, ulcers, and heart disease were abnormally high among correctional officers.124
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Scholars have depicted guard/correctional work as alienated, cynical, burned out, stressed but unable to admit it, and frustrated beyond imagination. So it is unsurprising that there are many obstacles to ensuring that officers maintain a balanced and healthy emotional disposition. As the training described above reveals, officers are given little training on how to maintain their own psychological and emotional welfare, even though some researchers have advocated making such training available to all officers. Although the CDCR occasionally distributes flyers that encourage ways of coping with stress, beyond this there is not much support. In this State, there is no mandatory counseling or routine psychological check-ups for correctional officers. Even though routine counseling might provide correctional officers with much needed psychological support, the fact is that few officers want to be associated with such services. In an environment where counseling and clinical support should be the norm, it is too often the exception. For officers, it typically may be a matter of pride or of not being perceived as mentally weak by prisoners or other staff; they seek to avoid being seen as soft or in need of help.

Correctional officers also have difficulty shaking off the effects of prison work while off the job. To learn more about life as a prison guard, one researcher actually went undercover and worked as a correctional officer at Sing Sing prison. Entitled Newjack (2001), this work paints a portrait of Ted Conover, an experienced journalist and recipient of a doctoral degree, who details his own behavior and how he treated both prisoners and his family. After becoming a guard, his stress and aggression skyrocketed; he even began to hit his child. Even when on vacation he found himself traumatized by dreams about the prison, recalling, “All I knew then was that even though my body was two thousand miles away, my mind was still trapped in Sing Sing.” Although Conover’s study was arguably as novel as it was unorthodox, other inquiry has documented similar effects of prison employment on officers:

Most officers recognized the changes that had taken place in themselves and spoke of those changes with sorrow and bitterness in the interviews. Many of their young marriages were in trouble or destroyed. Some officers were so burnt out that they could not go into
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supermarkets or take their children to the zoo. Others were so drug
dependant that they had to get drunk before going to work on the 7
a.m. shift. Some were so angry and frustrated that they punched holes
in the walls of their homes and abused those whom they loved. The
suffered severe headaches, hypertension, nightmares. Most of all, they
were desperately unhappy and despaired that life could ever seem good
again.\textsuperscript{132}

Similar conclusions are found in Lucien X. Lombardo's \textit{Guards
Imprisoned} (1990), an investigation into the guard lifestyle and its bipolar mix
of chaos and boredom.\textsuperscript{133} Faced with danger and a sense of powerlessness, it
describes the guard as "a classic example of an alienated worker. To cope with
these frustrations he resigns himself to the inevitability of forces beyond his
control and finds alternatives to or strikes out against situations within his
grap,"\textsuperscript{134} More recently, prison guards at Guantanamo Bay have been
reported to suffer psychological trauma as a result of the harsh environment,
which is further testimony to the effects treatment of prisoners can have on
their keepers.\textsuperscript{135}

From de Tocqueville's observations, nearly two centuries ago, little has
changed about the dangerous nature of prison work and the effects of stress on
prison personnel.\textsuperscript{136} In addition to the stress that originates from inmates,
service staff, other officers, visitors, and administrative superiors,\textsuperscript{137} officers
today bear the added brunt of managing unprecedented numbers of mentally ill
inmates, which only heightens stress. Since mentally ill prisoners are more
difficult to manage and more violent than the general prison population, their
growing presence means more emotional strains for officers which typically
including alcoholism, drug addiction, and domestic problems. Under the
custody of such individuals, the question of inmate rehabilitation begins to look
like a purely theoretical construct; far from being able to manage inmates and
contribute to rehabilitation, officers sometimes cannot even manage
themselves.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

The aggregate impact of the mentally ill population on prisoners and
correctional officers cannot be overstated. In general, scholars, the
government, and the media all characterize California's prison system as
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deeply flawed or completely broken. Consequences of this crisis will certainly arise in the coming decades as tens of thousands of psychologically damaged inmates return to society without proper acclimation. Virtually all researchers writing in the area of inmate psychology acknowledge that prisoners are adversely affected by SHUs. What is not as evident, however, is whether any credible data suggests that SHUs produce any widespread beneficial effects. Independent of these considerations, there is "little doubt about not only [their] capacity to inflict widespread psychological pain but also [their] potential to significantly undermine already tenuous chances for subsequent adjustment."

From the purview of contemporary criminal justice, these issues, as they relate to mental illness, should be of utmost concern. Due to the sparse training in the area of mental illness, management of inmates is made all the more difficult. Thus, the system's substantive instrument of punishment, the penitentiary, is defective in ways that pose challenges to its rehabilitative purpose. Moreover, history has shown at the idea of rehabilitation has not always been welcomed by inmates, and at times prisoners have rejected the system's notion of rehabilitation, rather than submit to whatever is done to them in the name of rehabilitation, they have altogether rejected treatment. This author has heard anecdotal evidence from numerous prisoners who claim that the rehabilitation relationship is backward—that the criminal system needs rehabilitation, not they. From the point of view of these prisoners, there is no question of "rehabilitation" because there is no problem. The problems, instead, come from corrupt policing tactics, court room biases, racial profiling, unfair sentencing laws, parole technicalities, and incompetent prison administrations. For these inmates, a wholesale emphasis on rehabilitation allows the state to ignore the systemic inequalities of the criminal justice system and lays the full burden of crime on the prisoner—a gross oversimplification. These critiques of rehabilitation policy, however, are only peripheral to the core question of how to acquire success in a criminal justice system.
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system that has been described as failing its mentally ill prisoners “at every step.”

This is not to say that there is not a need for rehabilitation. Research has already pointed out that California provides fewer rehabilitation programming than comparable states. What scant services that are provided must counteract the huge problems of drug addiction, lack of education, and lack of job skills. Although California has pledged an additional 10,000 beds for medically and mentally ill prisoners, due to recent financial woes it is unlikely that the state can make good on this promise and uncertain what effect fulfilling the promise would have on conditions behind bars.

Due to the many problems outlined in this article, the CDCR faces an uphill battle to fulfill the goals its title implies. Without a change in the CDCR’s “culture of failure,” there will be little opportunity for meaningful rehabilitation, especially as it relates to the training of new officers and measures to secure their psychological well-being and that of prisoners. The mental health crisis has been brewing for more than three decades and cannot be fixed overnight with a name change that, more than anything, resembles a public relations tactic than a substantive change. Although some researchers believe that the line officer is in the best position to assist in the rehabilitative potential of inmates, California has not welcomed this suggestion. Due to the high levels of stress that officers already face, some may not be in an effective position to help rehabilitate inmates.

Until the mental health crisis is brought under control there will likely be little chance for the CDCR to implement a meaningful rehabilitation strategy. As it currently stands, the California Expert Panel has reported that nearly half of all prisoners released in 2006 sat idle—not participating in a work or other rehabilitation program—for their entire stay in prison. These dismal figures show that there is already a tremendous shortage of rehabilitation programs. When considered alongside California’s budgetary woes and inability to comply with the orders of its court-ordered special master, the flaws and incompetency of CDCR’s current system are evident. Under the current penal philosophy and practices, the realization of rehabilitation begins to look like a distant, almost theoretical notion; without serious attempts to contain the mental health crisis the idea of rehabilitation will remain just that—an idea.
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Without a genuine attempt to treat the mental hell behind bars, the CDCR may as well change its “R” from “Rehabilitation” to “Recidivism,” to reflect more accurately its achievements.
Appendix A

YOUR HEALTH

Tips for Staying Healthy from
The Office of Employee Wellness

Work-Life balance: Ways to restore harmony and reduce stress

Finding work-life balance in today’s frenetically-paced world is no simple task. Spend more time at work than at home and you miss out on a rewarding personal life. Then again, if you’re facing challenges in your personal life such as caring for an aging parent or coping with marital or financial problems, concentrating on your job can be difficult.

Whether the problem is too much focus on work or too little, when your work life and your personal life feel out of balance, stress – and its harmful effects – is the result.

It isn’t easy to juggle the demands of career and personal life. For most people, it’s an ongoing challenge to reduce stress and maintain harmony in key areas of their life. Here are some ideas to help you find the balance that’s best for you:

- Keep a log – Track everything you do for one week. Include work-related and non-work related activities. Decide what’s necessary and satisfies you the most. Cut or delegate activities you don’t enjoy, don’t have time for or do only out of guilt.
MENTAL ILLNESS IN PRISON

- Manage your time – Organize household tasks efficiently. Doing one or two loads of laundry every day rather than saving it all for your day off, and running errands in batches rather than going back and forth several times are good places to begin. A weekly family calendar of important dates and a daily list of to-dos will help you avoid deadline panic.
- Rethink your cleaning standards – An unmade bed or sink of dirty dishes won't impact the quality of your life. Do what needs to be done and let the rest go.
- Nurture yourself – Set aside time each day for an activity that you enjoy, such as walking, working out or listening to music. Unwind after a hectic workday.
- Set aside one night each week for recreation – Take the phone off the hook, power down the computer and turn off the TV. Discover activities you can do with your partner, family or friends. Making time for activities you enjoy will rejuvenate you.
- Protect your day off – Try to schedule some of your routine chores on workdays so that your days off are more relaxing.
- Get enough sleep – There's nothing as stressful and potentially dangerous as working when you're sleep-deprived.
- Bolster your support system – Give yourself the gift of a trusted friend or co-worker to talk with during times of stress or hardship. Ensure you have trusted friends or relatives who can assist you when you need to work overtime or travel for your job.

Balance doesn't mean doing everything. Examine your priorities and set boundaries. Be firm in what you can and cannot do. Only you can restore harmony to your lifestyle.
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For more information please visit the Office of Employee Wellness website http://intranet/hr/DEW/default.asp

Questions or ideas for future topics may be directed to Michelle Brooks at michelle.brooks@cdcr.ca.gov

This information is provided as part of the Office of Employee Wellness, Healthy CDCR Campaign to encourage employees and their families to achieve and maintain a healthy life. Information is solely for the purpose of workforce education and in no way constitutes an official endorsement of the products, services, information or policies of the business(es), firm(s), or presenter(s) mentioned. Personal decisions regarding health, finance, nutrition, exercise, or other such matters should be made after careful consideration or consultation with your own professional advisors.